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ABSTRACT

The objective of this report is to document the post-implementation audit

which compared the Hatch (Units 1 & 2) plant-unique analysis reports against the

hydrodynamic load acceptance criteria presented in NUREG-0661. A summary of the

audit findings, as well as an overview of the various issues or exceptions to

the acceptance criteria identified during the audit, is included. In addition,

a table highlighting each issue is provided, along with an indication of the

type and status of each issue.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The suppression pool hydrodynamic loads associated with a postulated loss-

of-coolant accident (LOCA) were first identified during large-scale testing of

an advanced design pressure-suppression containment (Mark III). These addi-

tional loads, which had not explicitly been included in the original Mark I

containinent design, result from the dynamic effects of drywell air and steam

being rapidly forced into the suppression pool (torus). Because these hydrody-

namic loads had not been considered in the original design of the Mark I con-

tainment, a detailed reevaluation of the Mark I containment syttem was re-

quired.

A historical development of the bases for the original Mark I design as

well as a summary of the two-part overall program (i.e., Short Term and Long

Tenn Programs) used to resolve these issues can be found in Section 1 of Ref-

erence 1. Reference 2 describes the staff's evaluation of the Short Term Pro-

gram (STP) used to verify that licensed Mark I facilities could continue to

operate safely while the Long Term Program (LTP) was being conducted.

The objectives of the LTP were to establish design-basis (conservative)

loads that are appropriate for the anticipated life of each Mark I BWR facility

(40 years), and to restore the originally intended design-safety roargins for
'

each Mark I containment system. The principal thrust of the LTP has been the
,

development of generic methods for the definition of suppression pool hydrody-

namic loadings and the associated structural assessment techniques for the Mark

I configuration. The generic aspects of the Mark I Owners Group LTP were com-

pleted with the submittal of the " Mark I Containment Program Load Definition

Report" (Ref. 3) and the " Mark I Containment Program Structural Acceptance

! Guide" (Ref. 4), as well as supporting reports on the LTP experimental and

analytical tasks. The Mark I containnent LTP Safety Evaluation Report,
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(NUREG-0661) presented the NRC staff's review of the generic suppression pool

hydrodynamic load definition and stru"tural assessment techniques proposed in

the reports cited above. It was concluded that the load definition procedures

utilized by the Mark I Owners Group, as modified by NRC requirements, provide

conservative estimates of these loading conditions and that the structural ac-

ceptance criteria are consistent with the requirements of the applicable codes

and standards.

The generic analysis techniques are intended to be used to perform a

plant-unique analysis (PVA) for each Mark I facility to verify compliance with

the acceptance criteria (AC) of Appendix A to NUREG-0661. The objective of this

study is to perform a post-implementation audit of the Hatch (Units 1 & 2)

plant-unique analysis (Reference 5) against the hydrodynamic load criteria in

NUREG-0661.

2. Summary of Post-Implementation Audit

The purpose of the post-implementation audit is to evaluate the hydrody-

namic loading methodologies used for the major modification and torus attached

piping portions of the Hatch (Units 1 & 2) plant-unique analysis with regard to

the NUREG-0661 acceptance criteria. The audit procedure consists primarily of a

moderately detailed review of the plant-unique analysis report to verify both

its completeness and its compliance with the AC. To facilitate this task, a

checklist (see Table 1) of the various load categories specified in the AC is

used. Table 1 also provides an overview of the audit and presents plant-unique

information such as any AC approved alternate methods used in the PUAR. The
1

notes in the right-hand margin which accomplish this task are explained at the

end of Table 1.

In general, various exceptions to the AC or areas where additional informa-

tion is required are identified during the audit of a PUAR. Since Table I con-
,

tains all the load categories considered during an audit, along with its current

-2-
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; status, it is not possible to determine from it the specific issues considered

and resolved during the audit. Consequently, a complete listing of all items
!
'

considered is provided in Section 3 of the report, along with a brief descrip-

tion of each exception to the AC found during the audit.
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CRITERIA
sg 5 sr
OI p$. $ $

hh MET *M '

J <aao a
Z< 4LOADS

CONTAINMENT PRESSURE a TEMPERATURE 2.1 /
VENT SYSTEM THRUST LOADS 2.2 /
POOL SWELL.'

TORUS NET VERTICAL LOADS 2.3 / /
TORUS SHELL PRESSURE HISTORIES 2.4 / /

VENT SYSTEM IMPACT AND DRAG 2.6 / 2
IMPACT AND DRAG ON OTHER STRUCTURES 2.7 /
FROTH IMPlNGEMENT 2.8 V
POOL FALLBACK 2.9 /
LOCA JET 2.14.1 /
LOCA BUBBLE DRAG 2.14.2 /

4 VENT HEADER DEFLECTOR LOADS 2.10 / 2

.

TABLE 1. LOAD CHECKLIST FOR POST-IMPLEMENTATION AUDIT .

i
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CRITERIA
G$ $' W I$om_ m mos g4 z< w

m MT z
no a J 4

LOADS Z4 #

CONDENSATION OSCILLATION

TORUS SHELL LOADS 2.11.1 V

h LOADS ON SUBMERGED STRUCTURES 2.14.5 /
VENT SYSTEM LOADS 2 .11.3 /
DOWNCOMER DYNAMIC LOADS 2.11.2 /

CHUGGING

TORUS SHELL LOADS 2.12.1 /
LOADS ON SUBMERGED STRUCTURES 2.14.G V
VENT SYSTEM LOADS 2.12.3 #

LATERAL LOADS ON DOWNCOMERS 2.12.2 /

TABLE 1. (CONTINUED)
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CRITERIA

58 $ WI8p si se 0

hS MET O

SW % E4
LOADS

T-QUENCHER LOADS 3

DISCHARGE LINE CLEARING 2.13.2 /

h TORUS SHELL PRESSURES 2.13.3 / 4
JET LOADS ON SUBMERGED STRUCTURES 2.14.3 /
AIR BUBBLE DRAG 2.I4.4 /
THRUST LOADS ON T/Q ARMS 2.13.5 /

S/RVDL ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES 2.13.6 /
,

,

1

,

TABLE 1. (CONTINUED)
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CRITERIA
GZ $ W r
8E 3W !0,_

h MET z o

30 a J 4
Z4 4 #

DESCRIPTION

PRESSION POOL TEMPERATUREg 2.13.8 / 5
SUPRESSION POOL TEMPERATURE 2.13.9 y2 MONITORING SYSTEM

h DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR THOSE PLANTS USING A

3 DRYWELL-TO-WETWELL PRESSURE 2.16 /
DIFFERENCE AS A POOL SWELL
MITIGATOR

SRV LOAD ASSESSMENT BY 2.13.9 /4 IN-PLANT TEST

TABLE 1. (CONTINUED)
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Notes to Table 1

NUMBER

1 The AC requires the torus net vertical loads and the torus

shell pressure histories to be based on the mean of four QSTF
'

tests. Since the decision was made to operate Hatch I at a

zero drywell-to-wetwell pressure differential, the Hatch 1

vertical loads were based on only a single QSTF test (i.e.

Test 5). Consequently, additional margin was added to the

Hatch I loads to account for the larger statistical variance

associated with the smaller number of tests. The amount of

increase was found acceptable. No margins were required for

Hatch 2 since its QSTF data base was obtained at its normal

operating condition as specified in the AC. See Section 3.1

for additional details concerning this subject.
,

2 The AC approved methodology for treating the pool swell

impact loads on vent headers or vent header deflectors con-

sists of using QSTF data or a combination of an analytical

method in conjunction with QSTF data. Neither Hatch unit has

sufficient QSTF data to enable a direct application of the AC

approved LDR procedures since both units utilize vent header

deflectors in non-vent bays and no deflectors in the vent

bays. This is due to the fact that Hatch I was tested with a

vent header deflector, whereas Hatch 2 was not. A procedure

was used in the PUAR whereby the results from the Hatch 2

tests (no deflector) were adjusted to be representative of

Hatch 1 " bare vent" impact data and similarly, the Hatch 1

tests with deflector were adjusted to determine the impact

-8-
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which would occur in the Hatch 2 non-vent bays where de-

flectors have been installed. The procedure which was ap-

proved is described in more detail in Section 3.2.

3 S/RV low-low setpoint relief logic and level 1 MSIV trip

setpoint were used to mitigate subsequent actuation induced

loads.

4 For multiple valve actuation events, the AC requires absolute

summation (ABSS) of the bubble pressure spatial distributions

due to single valve actuations. However, an SRSS method was

used to combine peak pressure loads in the Hatch (Units 1 &
,

1

2) PUAR for multiple valve actuations. The use of the alter-

nate approach was justified by the inherent conservatism in

the load definition and by the structural modelling tech-

niques utilized in the analysis. The approach was found ac-

ceptable in this present application. A more detailed de-

scription of the method is provided in Section 3.3.

5 The local suppression pool temperature limit was defined in

NUREG-0661 as 200*F for the generic Mark I T-quencher as de-

scribed in Appendix A, Section 2.13.8. Subsequently,

NUREG-0783 provided procedures whereby the limit could be

increased if certain restrictions could be met. Conformance

with the above criteria was indicated in the PUAR. However,

the applicant utilized a local pool temperature model that

was only recently presented to the staff. It has been con-

cluded that the overall methodology provides a conservative

way of computing pool temperature transients for purposes of

demonstrating canpliance with the provisions of NUREG-0783.

Additional information can be found in Section 3.4.

-9-
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3. Synopsis of the Hatch Reouest For Information

During the post-implementation audit of the Hatch (Units 1 & 2) plant-
'

unique analysis reports, various issues were identified as either exceptions to

the acceptance criteria or as areas where additional informa..on was required.

In order to resolve these issues, a request for information was sent to the

licensee to obtain supplemental information to the PUAR. An overview of the
|

Hatch (Units 1 & 2) request for information (Reference 6) is presented in Table '

2, along with an indication of the type and status of each item. As can be seen

from this table, four exceptions to the AC were identified in the Hatch (Units 1

& 2) plant-unique analyses.

A meeting was held on August 31, 1983 in Gaithersburg, Md. for the purpose

of resolving the various issues contained in the RFI. The meeting was attended

by Georgia Power Company, Southern Company Services, Bechtel Power Corporation,

as well as NRC and its consultants. The formal documentation of the material

presented at the meeting in response to the RFI is contained in Reference 7.

As a result of our review of the Hatch responses, all issues have been resolved.

For completeness, a brief description of each exception to the AC and its jus-

tification is provided in the following sections. The numbering system of the

various items discussed is consistent with the table,

i

-10-
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TABLE 2. ISSUES IDENTIFIED DURIllG

POST-IMPLEMENTATI0ll AUDIT
,

TYPE OF ISSUE STATUS OF ISSUE

EXCEPTION REQUESTS FOR

TO ADDITIONAL

ITEM DESCRIPTION NUREG-0661 AC INFORMATION RESOLVED OPEN i

1 COMPARISON OF NATCH I- X X :

QUENCHER WITH MONTICELLO

T-00ENCHER.

2 PROVIDE JUSTIFICATION FOR X X

FACTORS USED TO ACCOUNT,

y FOR NON-UNIFORM DOWNCOMER

FLOW.

3 DRAG COEFFICIENT USED FOR X X,

IMPACT ON INTERNAL CYLIN-
DRICAL STRUCTURES.

4 DESCRIPTION OF S/RV ASYM- X X

METRIC DISCHARGE LOAD CASE.

5 CLARIFY METHOD USED FOR MAX- X X

IMUM S/RVDL AND DISCHARGE

DEVICE WALL IEMPERATURE.

.

_ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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TYPE OF ISSUE STATUS OF ISSUE

EXCEPTION REQUESTS FOR

TO ADDITIONAL

' ITEM DESCRIPTION NUREG-0661 AC INFORMATION RESOLVED OPEN ;
,

,

L
6 DESCRIBE CONSERVATISM X X-.

1 - c - ASSOCIATED WITH USING

f AN UNDISTURBED POOL-

[ ASSUMPTION.

L
7 INCLUSION OF ALL LDR AND X X^

AC LOADS IN PUAR.

r. . I 8~ TORUS NET VERTICAL LOADS- X X

BASED ON SINGLE QSTF TEST.-
' '

_

9 DESCRIBE MET 110D USED TO X X
~

'

' ~

DEFINE VENT HEADER AND
~

VENT HsAD'JR DEFLECTED4

IMPACT LOADS.,

'

10 JUSTIFY THE USE OF SRSS X X-

FOR MULTIPLE S/RV ACTUA-
TIONS.

$!

__ .
.. ._ .

.

.. .. .

.
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TABLE 2 (CONTI?iUED)
'

'
.

.

TYPE OF ISSUE STATUS OF ISSUE.

EXCEPTION REQUESTS FOR
.

-

TO ADDITIONAL
ITEM DESCRIPTION NUREG-0661 AC INFORMATION RESOLVED OPEN

11 DESCRIBE THE METHOD USED X X
'

To CALCULATE THE LOCAL-TO-.
,

BULK TEMPERATURE DIFFER-

ENCE FOR THE VARIOUS S/RV

LOAD TRANSIENTS CONSIDERED.

- h

i

1

h
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3.1 Discussion of Item 8

The acceptance criteria specifies that a minimum of four QSTF tests are to

be used as a data base for defining net torus vertical loads at the plant unique

normal operating condition (NOC). In addition, margins were imposed upon the

mean from these tests to account for the statistical variance of the measure-

ments r .o provide for possible three-dimensional effects. The four NDC Hatch

1 QSTt tests were performed with a drywell-to-wetwell pressure differential (Ap)

of 1.5 psid, whereas the PUAR states that Hatch Unit I will operate with a zero

drywell-to-wetwell pressure di fferential . As a consequence, the only available

Hatet 1 QSTF test available to define the net torus vertical loads corresponds

to Test 5 which was originally only intended to be used in a structural analysis

to demonstrate the capability of the containment a:suming loss of dp control.

The approach used by Hatch 1 to account for the increased uncertainty in

the torus loads due to having only one test instead of four in the data base
,

consisted of increasing the margins for both the net vertical upload and down-

load by a factor of two. This factor is based on the fact that the standard

deviation is inversely proportional to the square root of the sample number and

going from a four test basis to a one test basis decreates the sample size by a

f actor of four. Therefore, the standard deviation was: . increased by a factor of

two. No margins were required for Hatch 2 since its QSTF data base was obtainet

at its nennal operating condition as specified in the AC.

BNL and its consuitabts, including those involved in approving the original

oncertainty margins for four QSTF tests, reviewed the licensee's arguments and

found them accept 0ble. The conclusion was that the amount of margin increase in

both up and down load accounted for the reduced data base in a conservative man-

ner.

a

>

|
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3.2 Discussion of Item 9
__

The AC approved methodology for defining the pool swell impact loads on

vent headers or vent header deflectors consists of using OSTF data or a com-

bination of an analytical method in conjunction with QSTF data. The configu-

rations tested in QSTF had a vent header deflector in the Hatch I tests and no

vent header deflector in the Hatch 2 tests. As a consequence, neither Hatch

unit has sufficient QSTF data to enable a direct application of the AC approved

LDR procedures since both units utilize vent header deflectors in non-vent bays

and no deflectors in the vent bays.

The procedure used in the plant-unique analysis made use of the generic
'

sensitivity tests of Reference (8) which showed that the measured pressures on

the vent taader vary as the square of the pool impact velocity and that the im-

pact duration is inversely proportional to the impact velocity. Therefore,

scaling of the results from one plant to another is accomplished by determining

the ratio of the pool impact velocity between the two plants. The required

velocity ratios were derived from the generic sensitivity tests (Reference 8)

and, in addition, the results were also verified by detailed calculations. Us-

ing these velocity ratios, the results from the Hatch 2 tests (no deflector)

were adjasLcd to be representative of Hatch 1 " bare vent" impact data and simi-

larly, the Hatch I tests with deflector were adjusted to dete,mine the impact

which would occur in the Hatch 2 non-vent bays where deflectors have been in-

stalled.

The above alternate approach is considered acceptable since it appears to

be a reasonable method for scaling the QSTF results for the Hatch plants and

should provide for a conservative pool swell impact load definition for the vent

header and vent header deflectors.

.

-15-
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3.3 Discussion of Item 10

Section 2.13.3.3 of the Acceptance Criteria specifies that the multiple 1

!
S/RV actuation loads, at a given location on the torus shell, should be de-

'

termined by the absolute sum of the peak pressure loads predicted to occur at

that location due to each individual S/RV actuation. In addition, if the com-

bined peak torus shell pressure exceeds 1.65 times the local predicted peak bub-

ble pressure due to a single valve actuation, the resultant torus shell peak

pressure shall be taken to be the lower value. However, the Hatch plant-unique

analyses utilized an alternate procedure whereby the single valve actuation

loads were combined by SRSS combination instead of the ABSS method specified in

the AC.

A strict applicatior, of the AC implies that the licensee's use of SRSS

rather than ABSS for the bounding multiple valve SRV design load case (ADS)

introduces a non-conservatism estimated to be about 40%. The staff nonetheless

finds this approach acceptable for the following reasons:

1) Use of the QBUBBS computer program introduces a margin of at least 20%

in terins of a global (spatially integrated) loading on the torus. This

conservatism was recognized during the staf f's evaluation of the LDR

methcdology and is discussed in Section 3.10.2.9 of NUREG-0661. Re-

cognition of this margin is also reflected in acceptance criterion Sec-

tion 2.13.3.2.

2) The QBUBBS model exhibits a strong conservative trend of pressure loads

with increasing suppression pool temperature. This was determined dur-

ing the staff's earlier evaluation and is discussed qualitatively in

Section 3.10.2.3 of NUREG-0661. We have quantified this conservatism

and have determined that the use of QBUBBS at a pool tempe'rature of

120 F (the design ADS condition) will introduce an additional con-

servatism of about 13%.

-16-
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3) The pressure load used by the licensee for the ADS case corresponds to

a " worst case" load in terms of the SRV and discharge line parameters.

In particular, for unit 1 the peak pressure associated with the longest

discharge line is employed for all seven valves. This introduces a

significant conservatism since the LDR methodology exhibits a very

strong trend of pressure loads with discharge line length (Section

3.10.2.1 of NUREG-0661). We believe that the use of pressure loads as-

sociated with the average discharge line length of the seven ADS valves

is justified. The conservatism introduced by use of the worst case

load has been estimated to be 14% for Hatch unit 1. For unit 2, the

line length used for design (line M) is roughly equal to the average

and therefore a corresponding 14% margin cannot be claimed in this

case.

In addition to the above, we also believe that the various other components

of the governing load combination (see load case 3 of Section 4.3 in NUREG-

0661), as well as the structural analysis techniques used for determining the

S/RV load, possess additional conservatism, although the amount is not easily

auantified. Based on these considerations, the use of the SRSS method in the

Hatch (Units 1 & 2) PUA is found accetable for combining the loads due to mul-

tiple valve actuations.

3.4 Discussion of Item 11

The licensee has provided the results of certain plant-unique analyses used

to obtain pool temperature responses to transients involving safety relief valve
f

actuations as required by the AC. Results from these analyses indicate that the

plant would be able to operate within the temperature limits specified in NUREG-

0783. The licensee's analyses were developed by using a comprehensive computa-

tional methodology developed by the General Electric Company. A key element of

-17-
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this overall methodology is a computer code known as TP00L which computes local

pool temperatures as a function of NSSS, SRV and RHR performance. A description

of TP00L and the procedures used in its development and qualification have only

recently been presented to the staff in a series of meetings, the last of which

was on August 25, 1983. Based on the information prei- nted at these meetings,

the staff and its consultants have concluded that the total methodology which

includes TP00L, provides a conservative way of computing pool temperature trans-

ients for purposes of demonstrating compliance with the provisions of NUREG-

0783. The staff will issue a report describing TP00L and the bases for finding

the total computational procedure acceptable for use in performing analyses of

pool temperature transients involving operation of the S/RV in the second quar-

ter of 1984. Based on our evaluation of the licensee's analyses, we conclude

that the assumptions used are reasonably conservative and in agreement with the

staff's recommendations set forth in NUREG-0783 and, therefore, are acceptable.

|

|
|
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4. Conclusions

The purpose of the post-implementation pool dynamic load audit of the Hatch
,

(Units 1 & 2) plant-unique analysis reports was to verify compliance with the ac-

ceptance criteria of NUREG-0661. As a result of the audit, several aspects of

the Hatch (Units 1 & 2) plant-unique analysis reqeired additional information.

The licensee's response (Reference 7) to the request for information indicates

that the pool dynamic load methodologies utilized in the PUAR are in general

conformance with the acceptance criteria requirements.

!

.
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